
 

YCC/SCA intern crew from Lewis & Clark National Historical Park partnered with NCLC’s intern crew for 

treatment on Circle Creek in 2017. 

 

   

Before and after patch of mechanical treatment (weed-whacking) of policeman’s helmet (PH). 



 

A mechanically treated (with weed-whacker) patch showed no signs of regrowth or resprouting over a 

month later. Treatment occurred on 7/24; photo taken on 8/31. NCLC Land Steward Eric Owen pulls the 

few remaining plants that were missed on the edges. 

 

A partially treated patch (weed-whacked). 

 



    

 

 

    

Before and after photos of a cleared patch (hand-pulled) on HWY 26 in 2017. 

Weed Warrior Wednesday volunteer Kyla Sjogren 

holds an armful of pulled policeman’s helmet. Kyla, 

a textile artist, took them home and later produced 

a dye with the spent plant material (2017). 

 

2017 NCLC interns Amelia Reed 

and Casper Gorman displaying 

highly varying stages of plant 

maturity. 

 



    

An example of significant color variation. More red hues were observed in plants more 

exposed to sun. Plants with less red were generally, but not always, found under more 

shade. 

 



       

River flooding appeared to distribute the seeds anywhere the water went. In some instances, PH 

showed up in unusual places where seeds settled. On the left, seedlings sprout from moss growing on an 

alder trunk, a considerable distance away from the ground. On the right, a seedling finds its way through 

the river rock in an otherwise unused planting pot. 



 

An oddity: artist’s conk mushrooms on a downed log appear to grow around policeman’s helmet stalks. 

Discovered during mechanical treatment of a large patch. 

 

A novelty: an elk skull found during treatment was placed atop a pile of pulled policeman’s helmet by 

the 2017 crew- as a warning to other policeman’s helmet in the area. 



       

On the left, a large policeman’s helmet stump and its roots appear to resemble a candle and dripping 

wax. On the right, the 2017 NCLC PH Intern Crew prepares to stomp a freshly pulled pile. 

 

NCLC crew and “Weed Warriors” proudly pose atop an 

impressive pile of treated policeman’s helmet in 2018. 



 

Two examples of very different –and bizarre-looking- root growth. 



     

Another instance of widely varying phenology. Taken by NCLC intern Jonathan Vellanoweth on the same 

day at the same site: a mature, flowering plant near 8 ft. in height, and a miniscule seedling, 7/11/2018. 

 

NCLC interns and 

NCCC AmeriCorps 

crew after a long 

day of pulling 

policeman’s 

helmet in 2018. 

 



     

  

Policeman’s helmet not fully stomped 

is shown to be re-rooting and 

beginning to flower. 

2019 NCLC crew member Michelle Patterson 

disturbed at the size of this mature plant 

found on the Necanicum Mainline. 



 

2019 NCLC intern crew and Weed Warriors after a policeman’s helmet pull at Forest Lake RV. 


